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Nine and a Half Weeks Sphere
Boundary-pushing erotica for readers eager to move beyond Fifty Shades of Gray Tobsha
Learner has won international acclaim for her deeply atmospheric and lyrical brand of erotic
fiction. In Yearn, the author of Quiver and Tremble continues to probe the complexities of
desire, obsession, and lust to offer readers myriad possibilities for indulging their deepest
fantasies. From the movie star who longs for anonymity to the telemarketer seeking an online
release to the eighteenth-century biographer who discovers a magic, erotic ritual that will change
his life forever, Learner offers nine witty, sensual, and provocative short stories that are
guaranteed to satisfy readers’ growing appetite for erotic fiction.
Vox Macmillan
When a primordial forest starts to magically invade a vacant site, Gavin, a ruthless property developer
desperate to solve the mystery, becomes involved with a hippy environmentalist. A sensual and
sinister short story from tobsha Learner.
Soul HarperCollins Australia
Mazes, riddles, witchcraft . . . and centuries-old secrets An Oxford classics scholar has
discovered an ancient scroll. A band of black-magic worshippers has gathered in London. A
map to three labyrinths hidden within Europe has been unfolded. And an ancient mystery is
calling . . . Pursued by spies and secret agents, guarding the map from unseen enemies,
August Winthrop plunges headlong into a Europe ravaged by war. But the map will lead him
farther than he ever dreamed - into a series of labyrinths with the power to change the world.
From the Top 10 bestselling author of Sphinx comes the most dazzling novel of the year - a
sophisticated, relentlessly exciting story in the tradition of Dan Brown, Robert Harris and Kate
Mosse.
Soul HarperCollins Australia
In 1860 a young virginal archaeologist takes a private commission from a

beautiful older aristocrat and finds himself caught up in an ancient erotic
invocation of immortality. A mystical short story from tobsha Learner.

My Name is Mary Sutter HarperCollins Australia
Learner's The Witch of Cologne is an erotically-charged novel of people swept inexorably along by events they
could not control. In Soul, Learner relates the story of Lavinia and Julia Huntington, passionate women trapped
in emotional whirlpools that threaten to drown them and everyone they love. In 19th century Britain, Lavinia is
married to an older man who seems to appreciate her lively curiosity. Lavinia proves to be an apt pupil in both
the study and the bedroom, glorying in the pleasures of the physical. In 21st century Los Angeles, geneticist Julia
is trying to identify people who can kill without remorse. Stunned to discover that she seems to possess the trait
she is looking for, Julia is reassured of her emotions by her intense passion for her husband and her delight in her
pregnancy. In the past, Lavinia's desire for her husband grows, but his cools as he becomes fascinated with
another. In the present, Julia's love overwhelms her husband, who leaves her. Lavinia and Julia feel the tortures
of passion unspent. Cold logic tells them that the deaths of their tormentors will bring them peace. Separated by a
hundred years, two Huntington women face the same decision. Their choices will echo far into the future. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Map Vintage
In 1641, the country of England stands divided. London has become a wasps' nest of spies, and under the
eyes of the Roundheads those who practice magic are routinely sent to hang. Living in exile in the
Surrey countryside is the Master Astrologer and learned magician William Lilly. Since rumours of
occult practice lost him the favour of Parliament, he has not returned to the city. But his talents are well-
known, and soon he is called up to London once more, to read the fate of His Majesty the King. What he
sees in the stars will change the course of history. Only Lilly and a circle of learned astrologers -
Cunning Folk - know that London is destined to suffer plague and fire before the decade is through, and
must summon angel and demon to sway the political powers from the war the country is heading toward.
In doing so, Lilly will influence far greater destinies than his own and encounter great danger. But there
will be worse to come . . . An epic telling of the role of magic in the English Civil War, The Magick of
Master Lilly is the story of the most influential astrologer in English history.
Quiver Harper Collins
Who's Who in Contemporary World Theatre is a lively and accessible biographical guide to the key
figures in contemporary drama. All who enjoy the theatre will find their pleasure enhanced and their
knowledge extended by this fascinating work of reference. Its distinctive blend of information, analysis
and anecdote makes for entertaining and enlightening reading. Hugely influential innovators, household
names, and a whole host of less familiar, international figures - all have their lives and careers
illuminated by the clear and succinct entries. All professions associated with the theatre are represented
here - actors and directors, playwrights and designers. By virtue of the broad range of its coverage,
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Who's Who in Contemporary World Theatre offers a unique insight into the rich diversity of international
drama today.
Picture This HarperCollins Australia
On the eve of the American Civil War, Mary Sutter, a brilliant, headstrong midwife from New York, is
dreaming of becoming a surgeon. Eager to escape the pains of a broken heart and a life in the shadow of
her more beautiful twin sister, she travels to Washington to help tend the legions of Civil War wounded.
Rainmaker Hachette UK
From the bestselling author of Quiver and The Witch of Cologne ... Two women in different centuries discover
the allure of scientific research ... and the cruelty of love. In 1860, twenty-year-old Lavinia Huntington is
transported from her Irish village to start a new life in Mayfair, London, as the wife of a gentleman
anthropologist thirty years her senior. One year later she is standing trial for his murder. In modern-day Los
Angeles, forty-year-old Professor Julia Huntington, geneticist, returns from a field trip to Afghanistan. She has
received a prestigious commission from the US Defense Department to research a genetic propensity to kill
without remorse. Soul is a story of two women, across two eras, and their struggle with obsessive love and
revenge. Part murder mystery, part psychological thriller, part commentary on genetics and human behaviour,
sexual jealousy and betrayal, it is both provocative and unputdownable. 'A racy plot with anthropological
overtones' Sunday telegraph 'Provocative and compelling' Good Reading

Yearn Macmillan
Eine Frau kämpft gegen die Fesseln ihrer Zeit: der Historische Roman „Die Hexe von Köln“ von
Tobsha Learner jetzt als eBook bei dotbooks. Köln im 17. Jahrhundert. Jeden Tag kann es so
weit sein – das Schicksal der jungen Ruth hängt an der Nabelschnur eines jeden Neugeborenen:
Als Hebamme kann ihr jeder Fehler zum Verhängnis werden. Die schöne Jüdin hat in Holland
Medizin studiert und weiß, was sie tut – doch obwohl sie viele Leben rettet, bringen ihre
fortschrittlichen Methoden sie in größte Gefahr. Als der spanische Inquisitor sie der Hexerei
anklagt, droht Ruth der Tod auf dem Scheiterhaufen. Doch ein letzter Hoffnungsschimmer bleibt
ihr noch: der katholische Geistliche Detlef von Tennen, der sie liebt. Aber ist er bereit, alles für
sie zu riskieren? „Eine rasante und wunderschön geschriebene Geschichte.“ The Booklover „Ein
wahrer Page-Turner und eine Hymne an die Freiheit des Geistes!“ Publishers Weekly Jetzt als
eBook kaufen und genießen: „Die Hexe von Köln“ von Tobsha Learner. Wer liest, hat mehr vom
Leben: dotbooks – der eBook-Verlag.
Diver Forge Books
The next stunning thriller from the author of SPHINX, T.S. Learner. THE TIMES called that
novel 'a magnificently imagined story ...convincing characters and well-crafted prose. Learner is
that rare beast: a wordsmith who can spin a yarn.' London, 1953. Classics scholar August
Winthrop, veteran of the Spanish Civil War and son of a prominent American politician, has
stumbled upon an extraordinary artefact: an ancient chronicle that once belonged to an infamous
alchemist burned at the stake in 1646. Within the ancient text is a map - an intricate, ingeniously
designed labyrinth that will lead August on a spectacular journey to three mazes secreted within
France, Spain, and Germany. And at the heart of one of these mazes is hidden the elixir of eternal
life. But Western Europe is still reeling from the shock of war, and if he's to survive his perilous
quest, August must translate ancient codes, decipher deadly riddles, and expose a mystical secret
three hundred years old - even as he outwits Spanish militants and German spies.
The Witch's Trinity HarperCollins Australia
A young Australian nun struggles with the loss of her faith until she experiences an extraordinary

miracle herself on the remote shores of the Mediterranean. A sensual and erotic short story from
tobsha Learner.
Die Hexe von Köln St. Martin's Press
NATIONAL BESTSELLER Vox is a novel that remaps the territory of sex—sex solitary and
telephonic, lyrical and profane, comfortable and dangerous. It is an erotic classic that places
Nicholson Baker firmly in the first rank of major American writers.
Hidden Wives Simon and Schuster
A literary thriller set in the art world of New York in the mid 2000s. When English installation artist Susie
Thomas is offered her first breakout solo show she finds herself investigating the so-called suicide of her female
lover Maxine – a young sculptress – while embarking on an affair with the notorious machiavellian gallery owner
Felix Baum. Set when art became the hottest commodity on the stock market, Picture This is a study in moral
corruption, the erotic gaze and the creative process. Picture This is the latest offering from the bestselling author
Tobsha Learner (also known as T.S Learner).
Mistress of the Art of Death HarperCollins Australia
In a Welsh village, a rather prudish young woman is sensually awoken by an outrageous inheritance from an old
aunt who was rumored to be a witch. An erotic and sinister short story from tobsha Learner.
The Witch of Cologne dotbooks
In Oklahoma, a drought-stricken town is offered salvation by a handsome rainmaker. But his price is
controversial - and one that the women of the town are more than willing to pay.An erotic short story from tobsha
Learner.

The Witch's Trinity HarperCollins Australia
Beautifully crafted historical fiction set in medieval France, The Secret Familiar is a page-turning
murder mystery and a fascinating moral tale of betrayal, faith and ultimate truth.
The Magick of Master Lilly Penguin
"Moreau's research is impeccable and smoothly incorporated, and his descriptions of battle scenes are vivid . .
.--Publishers Weekly "Moreau displays an astute grasp of military history. . . . The author invests the cast of
authentic historical characters with a wide range of strengths and failings, infusing this gripping narrative with a
dramatic human element, resulting in a passionate retelling of a legendary battle.--Booklist August 1862?Federal
armies threaten Richmond, the Confederate capital. From the east, the Army of the Potomac, commanded by
General George McClellan, has edged closer to the city until the citizens of Richmond are able to listen to their
church bells and the report of cannon with equal clarity. Late in the summer, President Jefferson Davis gives
command of the Rebel army to the untried Robert Edward Lee. It is a momentous decision. In a series of battles
fought virtually in sight of the city, Lee defeats the Army of the Potomac, then turns and drives the Union Army
back to Washington, DC. Now, in the first week of September, the days are long and hot. Roads muddied by
summer rains dry. There is time yet for one last campaign, a battle that could bring about the end of the war, and
ensure a southern nation. This is the story of that campaign. This is the story of the Battle of Antietam, the
bloodiest day of the Civil War. "It is refreshing to read a historical novel that is both faithful to historical fact and
yet imaginative enough to make the often dry bones of fact come alive. . . . C. X. Moreau succeeds in that
endeavor by portraying the events of the Battle of Antietam, which produced America's single most bloody day,
through the eyes of the generals who planned and fought the battle . . . As only a veteran can do, Moreau paints a
convincing portrayal of the ebb and flow of battle, providing his characters with credible thought processes as
that terrible day proceeded. The terror, dismay, and savage emotion that one would expect to feel on a great
battlefield show up in the fictionalized account of the actions of Lee, Longstreet, Stonewall Jackson, Burnside,
Hooker, and McClellan. Those who enjoy good historical fiction will find this an entertaining book.--The
Chattanooga Times "What distinguishes this novel from a straight historical account is Moreau's telling of the
story through the eyes and emotions of an array of officers and soldiers, their detailed words and thoughts. The
inner conversations and quotes spring from the author's close reading of the record, and?in obviously large
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measure?from his imagination. His intuition rings true."--The Virginian Pilot
Sphinx Crown
Not since Anna Diamant’s The Red Tent or Geraldine Brooks’s People of the Book has a novel
transported readers so intimately into the complex lives of women centuries ago or so richly into a story
of intrigue that transcends the boundaries of history. A “lavishly detailed” (Elle Canada) debut that
masterfully captures sixteenth-century Venice against a dramatic and poetic tale of suspense. Hannah
Levi is renowned throughout Venice for her gift at coaxing reluctant babies from their mothers using her
secret “birthing spoons.” When a count implores her to attend his dying wife and save their unborn son,
she is torn. A Papal edict forbids Jews from rendering medical treatment to Christians, but his payment
is enough to ransom her husband Isaac, who has been captured at sea. Can she refuse her duty to a
woman who is suffering? Hannah’s choice entangles her in a treacherous family rivalry that endangers
the child and threatens her voyage to Malta, where Isaac, believing her dead in the plague, is preparing
to buy his passage to a new life. Told with exceptional skill, The Midwife of Venice brings to life a time
and a place cloaked in fascination and mystery and introduces a captivating new talent in historical
fiction.
Custodian HarperCollins Australia
A powerful and gripping debut novel that follows the journey of two young sisters coming of age
in a secret polygamous sect where religion is distorted to justify abuse, misogyny, and the taking
of child brides.
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